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Arnade: <i>George Gauld: Surveyor and Cartographer of the Gulf Coast</i>

Chapter twelve is concerned with the heroic efforts of Sarah McIntosh, the near blind wife of
John McIntosh, to free her husband from Morro Castle where he was held for nearly a year after
the investigation was concluded. Chapter thirteen, entitled "Path of the Peddler," places the
Indian traders of the region and their incessant rivalries in the context of the border struggle. The
trading firm of Samuel and Abner Hammond of Savannah was apparently interested in replacing
Panton, Leslie and Company in its role as provisioner for the Indians along the
Spanish-American border. This appears to have been the primary motive of Samuel Hammond in
supporting Genet’s efforts.
The next chapter deals with the conclusion of the investigation of 1794. Lang, Plowden,
Wagnon, and Jones were released for insufficient evidence. Although admitting that there was
little evidence of their collusion, McIntosh and Hammond were held for "reason of state" before
finally being freed nearly a year later.
The final two chapters depict the dissolution of the rebellious forces. Even though some of the
rebels captured the Spanish fort at Juana, they were driven out in 1795. Elijah Clark migrated to
west Georgia and others relocated north of the border. Samuel Hammond was still conspiring in
the late 1790s and John McIntosh engaged in the rebellion of 1812.
The book is an account of a minor affair, but it casts considerably light on the conflicting
interests of men and nations along the Spanish-American border in those turbulent years when
Europe was torn by the French Revolution and the United States was beginning to be a nation.
Jerrell H. Shofner
George Gauld: Surveyor and Cartographer of the Gulf Coast. By John D. Ware. Revised and
Completed by Robert R. Rea. Gainesville, 1982. The University Presses of Florida. Plates. Maps.
Bibliography. Index. Pp. xx, 251. Cloth.
The first Spanish period (1513-1763) gave us a little knowledge of Florida, mostly political and
religious. The land, the shores, the flora and fauna were hardly reported. When in 1763 England
acquired Florida as a trade for conquered Havana the English government realized that its
knowledge of this new land was minimal. The remedy gave us much more concrete information
about Florida. George Gauld’s task provided part of this data. It is a pioneer work and is in some
way a semi-classic for its long usefulness. Gauld emerges as an accomplished scientist with a
graceful pen and a diversified knowledge that contrasts with that of the modern technocrat. To be
sure, he is one of those figures of the past who is often considered uninteresting and minor since
his work is too regional and too technical for the historian’s interest.
Historical geography remains neglected. It should not be. We are indebted to the late John
Ware, an expert in Naval surveys, for lifting John Gauld from obscurity and giving Florida
history a new vital study.
Gauld was from Scotland, born to modest means but winning a scholarship to Kings College.
As a student he secured a job in 1757 as a school master in the English navy stationed aboard
ship. After receiving his degree he continued in the navy as a coastal surveyor, a task he
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performed from 1764 to 1781. With the exception of eighteen months in the Caribbean his
surveying was done on Florida’s Gulf Coast but with some "surreptitious surveys" in adjacent
Spanish Louisiana reaching as far as Spanish Texas. His surveys cover from Key Largo to
Galveston. He lived in Pensacola. He was most disappointed that because of international
disputes he could not survey the Florida East Coast.
While much of the work is technical and not given to line by line reading there is a
considerable amount of other material of interest to the historian. I was impressed by Gauld’s
description of the town of Pensacola and the many changes that took place during his residence.
The chapter "George Gould’s Pensacola" certainly provides new insights.
Of special interest for Tampa Bay is chapter five, his survey of its Bay then called Espíritu
Santo. It had never been reoccupied by the Spaniards since the early sixteenth century. The Bay
was surveyed by Spain in the mid-eighteenth century, just before the transfer to England. Gauld's
survey is adequate, it is not as thorough as the one done in 1757 by the surveyor Celi. But the
Gauld survey is a welcome addition to the scarce history of pre-U.S. Tampa Bay.
The Gauld book could never have been published with the dedication of the late Captain Ware
who in 1952 became a Tampa Bay harbor pilot. He was a man devoted to quality and accuracy.
After editing the Celi survey he worked long hours with the Gauld manuscript and charts which
had gone unnoticed, dispersed and even "pirated." He was able to conclude his search and most
of his writing before his untimely death. We are all indebted to history Professor Robert Rea of
Auburn University for completing the Ware manuscript for publication.
The University of Florida and the University of South Florida Presses are to be praised in their
cooperation in the publication of this book. We have here a fine addition to Florida history and to
the rapidly emerging literature of Tampa Bay history, as well as to United States historical
geography.
Charles W. Arnade
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